
The Document Imaging System (DIS) used by the Georgia 
Department of Human Services (DHS) was commissioned in 2014 
and was leveraged by tens of thousands of users across numerous 
state agencies. Over the years, the system began to run into 
performance and security issues due to aging hardware and 
outdated software.

When the Georgia DHS team looked for a new solution to address 
scaling demand, they brought in TekStream who analyzed
their current and projected future system needs. TekStream 
recommended they rehost the DIS on AWS. During the migration 
effort, TekStream also upgraded Georgia DHS to best-in-class 
cloud infrastructure and the latest software builds.

helped the Georgia DHS team obtain over $250K in AWS funding 
to cover their migration costs.
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Business Challenge

“TekStream was able 
to help us secure more 

than $250K in funding from 
AWS to cover the cost of 

our cloud migration.”

Key Pain Points

A limited budget 
made securing AWS 

funding critical to 
the success of  

the project. 

The migration had 
to be completed in 
tandem with other 
migration initiatives 

in progress. 

Their outdated, on-
premise legacy system 
needed to be upgraded 

to support the new 
cloud environment. 

The increasing 
amount of data was a 

for ongoing data sync 
with the cloud-based 

environment.

As an AWS Migration Services Competency Partner, TekStream
could access AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP)
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– Asst. Deputy Commissioner
Office of Information & Technology 
Georgia Department of Human Services



After a thorough review of how the various State 
of Georgia agencies leveraged the on-premise 
DIS application, AWS and TekStream provided a 
detailed strategy for ensuring the migration and 
upgrade could be completed in the stipulated time 
frame. TekStream recognized the project would be 

channels to secure the incentives.

TekStream scoped the project to meet the 

Georgia DHS received over $250,000 from  
AWS toward project costs. 

The Georgia DHS DIS application had a data set 
in excess of 70 terabytes, with a daily growth rate 
of over 50 GB. TekStream leveraged AWS Direct 
Connect and AWS Snowball in tandem with Oracle 
Database to meet the scaling demands of its user 
base and to ensure a seamless migration. 

TekStream applied a suite of migration tools to 
ensure an accurate data replication with minimal 
downtime during the production cutover to AWS. 
TekStream also provided a seamless upgrade of 
the Oracle WebCenter application from 11g to 12c,  
which provides Georgia DHS the latest functional 
and security enhancements to their DIS application.

Key Successes
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TekStream helped the Georgia DHS secure over 
$250K in AWS funding to support the migration.

TekStream developed a strategy for completing the 
DIS application on schedule and within the eligibility 

TekStream trained the Georgia DHS team on 
best-in-class integration and deployment tools to 
ensure a successful migration and streamlined 
ongoing maintenance.

Technology Involved

AWS Direct Connect

improvements with the new AWS-based deployment.

AWS EBS

AWS Cloud Formation

AWS AMS

Oracle Database

Oracle Enterprise Manager

Oracle WebLogic

Oracle WebCenter

Oracle HTTP Server

How We Fixed It

AWS Snowball

AWS EC2

AWS S3

AWS Managed Services

Georgia DHS gained operational efficiencies and security


